
SITUATION WRITING

Event No TALKERZ001

Organizing Department Sweet Talkerz

Date 29/10/2022

Time 02:00 PM to 04:00 PM

Event Type Club Activity

Event Level Institute

Venue I EEE 

Registration Link https://forms.gle/iiAUxKgPLrxuWvMYA

Total Participants 30

Students - Internal 30

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Brindha S Coordinator

Outcome

The Event enriched the creative writing of the students and enabled to write with coherence and consistence. It helped the students to
understand the various structures of writing. Also, it paved way for enhancing their vocabulary.

Event Summary

Sweet Talkerz Club of KPR Institute of Engineering and Technology successfully conducted “Situation Writing” which was one of the major
event in the list of events in the activity calendar for 2022-23.
The Event was held on 29.10.22, Saturday at 2.00 PM and the venue was 1st Year AD Classroom in S&H Block. This event was a second
major event of SweetTalkerz which included the participation of more than 30.
The Situations (Questions) were framed by and these situations tested the story building and character building skills one should possess
as a student and also tested one’s imaginative strength. A total of 4 scripts were prepared each of them was based on a different Genres.
Genre: Adventure, Romance, Science Fiction, History.The participants were given a choice to select any one of the given situations with a
specific genre.As the name suggests the event was all about developing or building up a script out of a chosen situation by the
participant.The event started exactly at 2.30PM after the instructions/rules were briefly explained twice by the coordinators. Right before
starting, Prof. Brindha Srinivasan, Faculty Coordinator, SweetTalkerz gave a brief note about the event and wished the participants with
luck.The participants were provided with A4 papers for writing and the time limit for the event was about 1.30 hrs. Participants developed
their situations with great enthusiasm, creativity and patience. They are evaluated on the basis of their content, creativity and vocabulary.
The creative writing technique of the students were assessed during the event.
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